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Abstract5

Planning for adaptation to climate change requires accurate climate projections.6

Recent studies have shown that the uncertainty in global mean surface temperature7

projections can be considerably reduced by using historical observations. However,8

the transposition of these new results to the local scale is not yet available. Here we9

adapt an innovative statistical method that combines the latest generation of climate10

model simulations, global observations, and local observations to reduce uncertainty11

in local temperature projections. By taking advantage of the tight links between local12

and global temperature, we can derive the local implications of global constraints.13

The model uncertainty is reduced by 30% up to 50% at any location worldwide,14

allowing to substantially improve the quantification of risks associated with future15

climate change. A rigorous evaluation of these results within a perfect model frame-16

work indicates a robust skill, leading to a high confidence in our constrained climate17

projections.18
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Main19

As the global mean temperature keeps rising and climate change intensifies, there is20

a growing demand for local scale monitoring of current and future climate change.21

Assessing and planning the adaptation to the expected unprecedented impacts of22

climate change on humans activities, ecosystems and the biosphere as a whole, require23

an accurate local information with well calibrated uncertainties. This need relates to24

estimates of warming to date and the future warming in response to set of scenarios25

of future greenhouse gas emissions.26

There is now clear evidence that the recent increase of the average Earth’s tem-27

perature is mostly due to human activities [1, 2]. Concurrently, the anthropogenic28

influence is not detected everywhere at the local scale [3, 4]. Natural climate variabil-29

ity can blur the emergence of the anthropogenic signal for the next few years at high30

latitudes, while a significant warming is already reported in several tropical regions31

[5, 6]. Regarding climate projections, the IPCC concluded in its 5th assessment re-32

port (AR5) [7], that “Future [human-induced] warming trends cannot be predicted33

precisely, especially at local scales”.34

In the IPCC AR6 [2], a new generation of climate models [8] has been used to provide35

a range of projections in response to different socio-economic scenarios [9]. Based on36

this new dataset, various studies have recently shown that uncertainty in global mean37

warming can be considerably reduced by using the information provided by recent38

observed warming trends via so-called “constraint” methods [10, 11, 12, 13]. These39

studies consistently point towards a downward revision of the expected warming in40
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all emission scenarios [12, 10], with a decrease in model uncertainty of nearly 40%41

for end of century projections [11], and even more at shorter lead times. This is an42

important result as, until then, observations have failed to provide clear evidence in43

reducing the range of climate projections [14].44

The next challenge is to transpose these new findings on global warming to regional45

and local scales. At the regional scale, a few studies have adopted the partitioning46

from the Special Report on Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters47

to Advance Climate Change Adaptation [15] (SREX) and have attempted to nar-48

row model uncertainty with sophisticated techniques with promising results [16, 17].49

But the SREX regions are typically continental-wide, and do not provide relevant50

information for local adaptation. At the local scale (defined as the size of a global51

climate model grid box of about 200 km), and to the best of our knowledge, only a52

few studies have attempted to narrow climate model uncertainty, by using weighting53

methods to account for inter-dependencies between models [18, 19], or by focusing on54

specific and limited areas [20]. In particular, although constrained GSAT projections55

are now used in the IPCC AR6 [2], local climate projections are still solely based56

on a raw ensemble of available climate models (https://interactive-atlas.ipcc.ch/),57

derived from global warming levels.58

Here we assess how much uncertainty in local temperature projections can be re-59

duced. We first take advantage of the tight links that exist between local climate60

and GMST [21, 22]. Specifically, we describe the local implications of the recent61

advances in the reduction of the uncertainties in GMST projections. We then pro-62

vide a set of local-scale temperature projections, which encapsulate another source63
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of information: the observed local warming to date. If compared to the global64

mean temperature record, local observations are typically more affected by internal65

variability and measurement uncertainty. Yet, they still provide a useful source of66

information on both past and future trends, particularly over some specific regions.67

We discuss how much these two types of observations (global and local) narrow un-68

certainty on future warming ranges. Such a reduction is expected to provide more69

accurate information that becomes critical for policy-makers in the local climate risk70

management [23], as well as for the climate science community.71

The Kriging for Climate Change (KCC) method used by Ribes et al. [11], is one72

of the statistical techniques that have led to a significant reduction of uncertainty73

in probabilistic projections of GMST by combining observations and models. This74

Bayesian method involves first of all the definition of a prior distribution, which75

is here based on the temperature response simulated by the climate models, after76

filtering out internal variability as much as possible. This prior is subsequently con-77

ditioned by temperature observations over the historical period to derive a posterior78

probability distribution of the forced response, i.e., a constrained temperature re-79

sponse, for both past and future periods. Compared to many emergent constraint80

approaches, in which observations are often summarised into one single variable, the81

KCC method is able to take the full observed time-series into account. Here, we82

further extend this technique in order to account for multiple time series, and po-83

tential dependencies between them (see Methods). When applied to the GSAT time84

series simulated by the models from the Coupled Models Intercomparison Project85

phase 6 (CMIP6) [8] models and the Shared Socio-Economic Pathway (SSP) 5-8.586
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scenario, the amplitude of the projected GSAT changes constrained by the observa-87

tions is revised downwards by 0.5 ◦C by 2100, with a reduction in model uncertainty88

of nearly 40% [11]. Figure 1a offers an update of this result using GMST instead of89

GSAT (see Methods for the difference between GSAT and GMST): the warming of90

5.3 ◦C projected by CMIP6 is in this case revised downward by 0.6 ◦C. Differences91

with Ribes et al. [11] are explained by the addition of several CMIP6 models, which92

affects the prior, and by the lower warming observed in GMST compared to GSAT93

[24, 25]. In the following, we consider the GMST metric to be consistent with the94

local observation dataset used (see Data).95
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Fig. 1: GMST time series and its correlation with local temperature. (a)
GMST annual observations from the Cowtan and Way [26] dataset (black points)
are used to constrain concatenated historical and SSP5-8.5 scenario simulations of
GMST. The unconstrained (pink) and constrained (red) ranges stand for the 5–95%
confidence interval of the forced response as estimated from 27 CMIP6 models. The
thick pink (red) line stands for the ensemble mean (best estimate). All values are
anomalies with respect to the 1850–1900 period. (b) Intermodel correlation between
simulated GMST trends over the 1850-2019 period and local temperature trends over
the 2020-2100 period. Stippling indicates regions with non-significant correlation (p-
value > 0.05 based on a two-sided Student’s t-test).7



Constrain local climate projections with global ob-96

servations97

Climate models exhibit a strong correlation between current GMST changes and98

future local warming over most regions of the globe (Figure 1b). To take such a99

relationship into account, we extend the KCC method to constrain local temper-100

ature projections. This is done by deriving the local warming conditional on the101

observed GMST record (hereafter the GMST-only case, see Methods). As an ex-102

ample, we consider the North American city of Dallas for which the simulated local103

temperature over the 2020-2100 period is significantly correlated with GMST (see104

the corresponding blue point 7 in Supplementary Figure 3). Consistent with the105

constrained GMST, the constrained local temperature range indicates a decrease in106

uncertainty of about 30% over the 2081-2100 period (Figure 2a), and a downward re-107

vision of the best estimate of local warming by 0.4 ◦C compared to the unconstrained108

projections (hereafter the unconstrained case).109
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Fig. 2: Observational constraints on historical and SSP5-8.5 local temper-

ature changes in Dallas. (a) Constrained local temperature for the grid point at
[48.75 ◦N ; 11.25 ◦E] (see blue point 7 in Supplementary Figure 3) in the GMST-only
case. The constrained (unconstrained) 5–95% spread of the simulated response to
all external forcings is in red (light blue), the red (grey) line stands for the best esti-
mate (ensemble mean). (b) Constrained local temperature in the Local+GMST case.
The constrained (unconstrained) 5–95% spread of the simulated forced response is
in blue (light blue), its best estimate (ensemble mean) is in dark blue (grey). Black
points are the observations. Note that because single year observations are affected
by internal variability, they often lie outside the 5–95% assessed ranges of the forced
responses. Unconstrained simulated ranges are identical between panel a) and b).
All values are anomalies with respect to the 1850–1900 period.

When the method is applied to any location worldwide, the results in the projected110

mean temperature and in model uncertainty depend on the level of correlation be-111

tween the local temperature and GMST (Figure 3bd and 1b). The reduction of112

uncertainty in local projections is the highest at the locations where the correlation113

with GMST is the strongest. For these locations, e.g. over several continental re-114

gions, the North Pacific and the Indian Ocean, a reduction of the ensemble spread115
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of about 40% is obtained over the 2081-2100 period. In addition, the best estimate116

warming is revised downward between 0.5 ◦C to 1.5 ◦C (Figure 3ac). Conversely, for117

locations where the correlation is low, like in tropical Africa, the Barents Sea and118

the South Pacific gyre, the local temperature response is weakly constrained, with a119

reduction of the model uncertainty of 10% and a revision of the best estimate by 0.5120

◦C or less. These revised ranges lead to a warming pattern, at +2 ◦C of global warm-121

ing, considerably different from the projections of the IPCC in its Special Report on122

Global Warming of 1.5 ◦C [27] (SR1.5) (Figure 4abd). For example, local tempera-123

tures over North America are expected to be 0.5 ◦warmer than in the unconstrained124

case under a global warming of 2 ◦C.125
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Fig. 3: Unconstrained and constrained local temperature projections over

the 2081-2100 period. (a) Ensemble mean of the unconstrained local tempera-
ture changes. (b) Ensemble spread of the unconstrained local temperature changes,
defined as the 5-95% confidence interval of the multimodel ensemble. (c) Difference
of local temperature changes ensemble mean between the GMST-only case and the
unconstrained case. (d) Relative difference of local temperature changes ensemble
spread between the GMST-only case and the unconstrained case. (e) Same as (c)
but for the Local+GMST case. (f) Relative difference of local temperature changes
ensemble spread between the Local+GMST case and the GMST-only case, illustrat-
ing how much incorporating local observations narrows uncertainty. All values are
anomalies with respect to the 1850–1900 period.
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Fig. 4: Warming pattern at +2 ◦C of GMST warming. (a) Ensemble mean of
the unconstrained local temperature changes. (b) Best estimate of the constrained
local temperature changes in the GMST-only case. (c) Same as (b) but for the
Local+GMST case. (d) Difference of local temperature changes between the GMST-
only case (best estimate) and the unconstrained case (ensemble mean). (e) Difference
of local temperature changes between the Local+GMST case (best estimate) and the
unconstrained case (ensemble mean). All values in (a), (b) and (c) are anomalies
with respect to the 1850-1900 period.
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Added-value of local observations to the constraints126

Beyond the useful information provided by the historical GMST time-series, one127

further very natural question involves the consistency between the expected local128

response (regardless whether observed GMST is accounted for) and local historical129

observations. Current and past warming is spatially heterogeneous, and some regions130

like the Arctic are warming faster than others [28] (Figure 4a). Evidence suggests131

that climate models have underestimated the Arctic temperature increase over the132

last few years [29]. This is in contradiction with the downward revision of the Beau-133

fort Sea temperature change that is implied by the GMST-only constraint (Figure134

3c). Therefore, it is very attractive to account for both GMST and local observa-135

tions to provide local projections consistent with all available observations. Using136

recent local observations could particularly affect short term projections (typically137

over the 2020-2030 period) and could provide a different picture of the constrained138

temperature ranges.139

In order to make such a calculation, we derive a posterior of the expected local140

warming given local historical observations in addition to the GMST observations141

(hereafter the Local+GMST case, see Methods). Following the example of Dallas142

considered in Figure 2a, the constrained local temperature ranges become more con-143

sistent with local observations, particularly over the 2000-2019 period (Figure 2b).144

Compared to the GMST-only case, the added value of local observations in the re-145

duction of model uncertainty is limited in this example, with a decrease of about146

10% of the confidence range width compared to the GMST-only case. Two reasons147
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contribute to this limited impact, and must be considered for any location. First, the148

local signal-to-noise ratio can be small. This may happen if local internal variability149

or measurement uncertainty is large (i.e., local observations provide little insight on150

the externally-forced response). Second, the global and local responses can be highly151

correlated with each other, so that they partly provide the same information, lead-152

ing to a limited impact of local observations on uncertainty ranges. In both cases,153

the model uncertainty will be only marginally reduced by local historical data (see154

Methods).155

The application of the Local+GMST constraint to all grid points worldwide results156

in a global mean projected warming which is about the same as the GMST-only case157

(Figure 3ce), but with regional differences. On the one hand, for several regions over158

the Arctic, especially the Beaufort and Barents Seas, the warming is revised upwards159

compared to the unconstrained case, making the projections more consistent with160

recent observations, and implying a much higher warming than predicted in the161

GMST-only case. On the other hand, a downward revision is slightly strengthened162

over Northern Central Asia, Eastern North America, the East Siberian Sea, and163

along the Antarctica coast. The added value of local observations in the reduction164

of model uncertainty is the largest over these regions where the correlation in Figure165

1 is low (Figure 3f). Note that for both the GMST-only and the Local+GMST166

cases, the global mean of the constrained local ranges is very close to the constrained167

GMST ranges shown in Figure 1a (not shown). The addition of local information168

can also clearly modify the warming pattern at +2 ◦C of global warming (Figure169

4ce). For example, while a downward revision of the temperature change of -0.2 ◦C170
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is obtained over Europe in the GMST-only case, an upward revision of 0.3 ◦C is171

obtained in the Local+GMST case. This change of sign is widespread over Eurasia.172

In the context of an urgent need of adaptation to the threat of climate change, our173

constrained warming pattern provides a revised and a more relevant information for174

local adaptation planning.175

Evaluation of the constrained projections176

The robustness of these promising results is quantified within a so-called perfect177

model framework, using a leave-one-out cross validation (see Methods). Each mem-178

ber of each model is considered as pseudo-observations over the 1850-2019 period.179

These are subsequently used to constrain the temperature projections, using all other180

models as a prior. The constrained temperature range is then compared to the warm-181

ing simulated by the model from which pseudo-observations were taken. As making182

this evaluation for all the grid points is computationally expensive, this procedure183

is applied to several locations, considered as representative of the diversity of the184

worldwide climate (see Supplementary Figure 3). As for the real observations, we185

assess both the GMST-only and Local+GMST constraints. The continuous ranked186

probability skill score (CRPSS) [30] is used to measure the accuracy of the method,187

taking the unconstrained projections as a baseline as a first step (see Methods).188

Figure 5 shows that the median of the CRPSS distribution based on all pseudo-189

observations and locations is positive in the GMST-only case with an improvement190

of about 30% over the 2081-2100 period. Depending on the location, the skill is191
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remarkably improved by 10% to 40%, except for one location (out of 55) where it192

comes close to 0 (Supplementary Figs. 4 to 8). In the Local+GMST case, the skill193

is also always positive, and lies between 10% and 50 % relative to the unconstrained194

case. These results clearly demonstrate the performance of the method. Moreover,195

the comparison between the Local+GMST and the GMST-only constraints indicates196

that the skill is slightly improved when adding local observations to constrain pro-197

jections. Over the 55 tested locations, the CRPSS is positive for 35 locations, and is198

slightly negative for the remaining points. The significance of this result is assessed199

with a binomial test. Under the null hypothesis that adding local observations has200

no impact on the skill (i.e. that the GMST-only and Local+GMST cases are cat-201

egories equally likely, such as a coin toss), the probability of getting this result by202

pure chance is 2.9%. This suggests that there is a slight but significant added value203

in considering the constrained ranges derived from the Local+GMST case relative to204

the GMST-only case. A third case for which we only use local observations (Local-205

only case) to constrain projections indicates lower scores than in the GMST-only and206

Local+GMST cases (Figure 5), and confirms that using the combination of global207

and local observations enhances the accuracy of the method.208
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Fig. 5: CRPSS for the constrained temperature projections within the

perfect model framework. The red, green and blue boxplots indicate the CRPSS
distributions of the GMST-only, Local-only and Local+GMST constraints, respec-
tively, compared to the unconstrained case. Calculation is made for all locations (see
blue points in Supplementary Figure 3) and models, over the 2081-2100 period. The
boxplot in magenta indicates the added value of the local observations and stand
for the CRPSS distributions in the Local+GMST case compared to the GMST-only
case. The top (bottom) of the box represents the 25th (75th) percentile of the dis-
tribution and the upper (lower) whisker represents the 95th (5th) percentile. Values
are normalised by the number of members in each model. A CRPSS of 0 (dashed
line) indicates the absence of added value of the method.

Note that models with large low-frequency variability tend to pull down the CRPSS209
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values (Supplementary Discussion). A second evaluation criterion of the method210

based on coverage probabilities leads to similar conclusions (Supplementary Discus-211

sion).212

From all of these evaluation results, we retain the Local+GMST case to provide guid-213

ance in constraining local projections. The evaluation of the KCC method suggests214

that the constrained temperature ranges are reliable, and demonstrate that relying215

on unconstrained projections to assess the local future climate is no longer the best216

approach.217

Implications for local pathways in a 2 ◦C warmer218

world219

We have shown, using a statistical method combining the entire temperature obser-220

vation records with model simulations, that uncertainty in local temperature projec-221

tions can be substantially narrowed. Local projections constrained by both global222

and local observations exhibit a reduction of the uncertainty of 40% in average by223

2100. This demonstrates the benefits of merging model simulations with observations224

to provide the best picture of future climate change. Figure 6 offers a complementary225

perspective to the IPCC SR1.5 [27] conclusions that were solely based on raw (uncon-226

strained) projections. For each location, a temporal evolution from 1850 to 2100 of227

the constrained temperature and its uncertainty can be derived, with revised projec-228

tions for the near and the long term time scales. This provides a considerable revision229

of the local exposure to the consequences of the on-going climate change [31]. An230
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online tool that implements the method and illustrates the constrained temperature231

ranges for every point over a horizontal grid of 2.5 degree resolution is available via232

the following demonstrator: https://saidqasmi.shinyapps.io/KCC-shinyapp/.233

Fig. 6: Mean temperature change at a +2 ◦C GMST warming. Best estimate
of the constrained local temperature changes in the Local+GMST case. Similarly
to Figure 2b, the constrained and unconstrained temperature ranges are shown for
several world capitals cities over the 1850-2100 period. All values are anomalies with
respect to the 1850–1900 period.

Promising prospects exist to improve the constrained projections. CMIP5 [32] and234
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CMIP6 [8] ensembles sample model uncertainty in a probabilistic way by using all235

climate models as an “ensemble of opportunities” [33, 34]. This approach, in which236

our study fits, has several limitations that can bias the estimation of climate uncer-237

tainty [35]. One of them is that each model output is considered as independent and238

contributes equally to the multi-model ensemble. This “model democracy” paradigm239

has been largely used to summarise projection information in IPCC assessment re-240

ports [7], even though it can be criticised [36]. Therefore, using a subset of models241

qualified as independent a priori, or weighting the models in this way [37, 38], before242

applying the observational constraint, may provide even more reliable results.243

Our results demonstrate that available observations offer valuable information to244

sharpen climate projections. As the climate system will continue to change over the245

next decades, observations will further constrain the local and the global responses246

to the increasing greenhouse effect. Therefore, it is critical to account for this new247

source of information and to regularly bridge the gap between monitoring recent248

changes and predicting future changes. This is particularly important as the spread249

among global climate models has not decreased over the last CMIP generations. With250

our new projection ranges, the storyline approach [39, 40, 41], which is increasingly251

adopted in the climate risk management, could be refined.252

The KCC method itself can also be improved. Although it can be used on larger areas253

to easily derive constrained projections, eg on the SREX regions [16], the current254

implementation does not take into account the spatial dependence in the climate255

variability between locations. Taking the spatial dimension fully into account could256

bring additional useful information and would result in consistent uncertainties at257
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all spatial scales. In addition, generalising the method to other variables of high258

societal impacts, e.g. extreme precipitation, droughts, snow cover, some of which259

are also tightly related to GMST changes, would also be very relevant. In this way260

the climate science community could take a step forward towards a more accurate261

assessment of past and future human-induced climate change.262

Methods263

Observational dataset and models264

The temperature observations are from the Cowtan and Way [26] (hereafter CW)265

dataset which complements the HadCRUT4 [42] data by filling in the missing data266

over the 1850-2019 period. The temperature field comes from a blending of near-267

surface temperature and sea surface temperature using land sea mask and sea ice268

concentration. The measurement uncertainty of the CW dataset is estimated from a269

ensemble of 100 equiprobable realisations. Most of the other observational products270

are included in the temperature range estimated by this ensemble, which confirms271

our choice to consider the CW dataset as a reference.272

CMIP6 models are selected according to the availability of the following data: at273

least 200 years of pre-industrial control simulation; at least one member of a historical274

simulation and one member of a projection simulation for the SSP5-8.5 scenario. In275

order to constrain the simulated temperatures at a grid point scale in a consistent276

way, a blended temperature field Tblend is computed in each CMIP6 model based on277

the formulation of Cowtan et al. [24]:278
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wair = (1− focean) + foceanfice,

Tblend = wairTair + (1− wair)Tocean,

(1)

where Tair, Tocean, fice, and focean are for each grid point near-surface air temperature,279

sea surface temperature, sea ice concentration and sea area fraction. The 27 models280

for which these variables are available and which satisfy the above criteria are listed281

in Table 1.282

We define the global surface air temperature (GSAT) as the global mean of Tair283

and the global mean surface temperature (GMST) as the global mean of Tblend.284

Several studies have shown that GMST and GSAT significantly differ as GMST285

warms significantly less than GSAT [24, 25].286

Models are interpolated on a common horizontal grid of 2.5 ◦ resolution before cal-287

culating blended temperatures and applying the constraining method. This choice288

is motivated by a compromise between the different resolutions of the CMIP6 mod-289

els (between 1.5 ◦ and 2.5 ◦). Note that the KCC method can be applied to finer290

resolutions if observations are available at this scale. For temperature, for which the291

spatial autocorrelation is high, the reduction in the uncertainty is expected to be the292

similar as for the 2.5 ◦ resolution.293
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Model
Simulation

historical + SSP5-8.5

ACCESS-CM2 1
ACCESS-ESM1-5 3
BCC-CSM2-MR 1
CanESM5-CanOE 3
CanESM5 50
CESM2 2
CESM2-WACCM 1
CNRM-CM6-1 6
CNRM-CM6-1-HR 1
CNRM-ESM2-1 5
EC-Earth3 7
EC-Earth3-Veg 3
FGOALS-g3 1
FIO-ESM-2-0 3
GFDL-ESM4 1
HadGEM3-GC31-LL 1
INM-CM4-8 1
INM-CM5-0 1
IPSL-CM6A-LR 6
MIROC6 3
MIROC-ES2L 1
MPI-ESM1-2-HR 2
MPI-ESM1-2-LR 10
MRI-ESM2-0 1
NESM3 1
NorESM2-MM 1
UKESM1-0-LL 5

27 models 121 members

Table 1: List of the available CMIP6 Models and the associated number

of members in the historical and SSP5-8.5 simulations used to constrain

temperature projections.
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Statistical Method294

The statistical method is based on the same one used by Ribes et al. [11], whose295

formulation and principle is similar to kriging, which is a method originally devel-296

oped to interpolate geophysical data based on prior covariances. In Ribes et al.,297

this method is applied to the analysis of time series from climate simulations of298

CMIP5 and CMIP6 models, and is used for several purposes: (i) reducing model299

uncertainty on past and future global warming estimated by CMIP and Scenari-300

oMIP [9] simulations, (ii) reducing uncertainty on warming attributed to several301

external forcings via DAMIP [43] models, (iii) complete or statistically reconstruct302

missing simulations from other physically relevant simulations (e.g. using the so-303

called 1%CO2 simulations, in which the CO2 concentration increases by 1% each304

year, to reconstruct DAMIP historical simulations in which GHGs follow their his-305

torical concentrations, while other forcings are kept constant). Here we apply this306

method of Kriging for Climate Change (KCC) to reduce the model uncertainty in307

the past and future temperature changes simulated by CMIP6 models at each grid308

point. Note that a confusion can be made with techniques based on so-called emer-309

gent constraints methods [44, 45]. Emergent constraints would usually consider the310

sole observed global warming trend (a single scalar); e.g. over the 1980-2019 period,311

to constrain the simulated temperature changes in the future. The KCC method312

has several advantages compared to this approach. Instead of simply constraining a313

trend over a sub-period, it uses the entire observed time series of temperature, which314

avoids ignoring useful information. In addition, the method takes into account the315

model temporal pattern uncertainty and provides confidence ranges specifically for316
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the forced response, while many other studies also include internal variability.317

For a given grid point, we define y∗

loc as the yearly time series of the real (and318

unknown) temperature response to external forcings over the 1850-2019 period, and319

yloc as the observed yearly temperature time series over the same period. Similarly,320

we define for the GMST the vectors y∗

glo and yglo as the unknown response to external321

forcings and the observed time series, respectively. They constitute the following y∗
322

and y vectors, both of size 2ny where ny = 170:323

y∗ =






y∗

loc

y∗

glo




 , y =






yloc

yglo




 . (2)

Assuming that the observed temperature total variability can be decomposed as the324

sum of a term of forced variability and a term including both internal variability and325

measurement errors, y takes the following form:326

y = y∗ + ǫ, (3)

where ǫ = (ǫloc, ǫglo) is a vector of size 2ny, and corresponds to the local and global327

terms of measurement errors and observed internal variability. Further assuming328

that models are indistinguishable from the truth, i.e., that observations and models329

are exchangeable [46, 47, 48], observations y can be rewritten:330
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x =







xloc

xglo







,

y = Hx+ ǫ,

(4)

where xloc and xglo are the yearly time series over the 1850-2100 period of the local331

and global temperature responses to external forcings estimated in CMIP6 mod-332

els, respectively, i.e. vectors of size nx = 251. H is an observation operator of size333

2ny×2nx, which extracts the part of x that is observed in y, i.e., the forced response334

from 1850 to 2019, and whose form depends on the type of the applied constraint335

(using only GMST observations or both GMST and local observations, see equation336

21 in Supplementary Information). Note that the assumption of exchangeability be-337

tween observations and models has been suggested as well supported by observations,338

especially for temperature [46, 49].339

For a given CMIP6 model m listed in Table 1, we choose to estimate the simu-340

lated response to all external forcings xm,glo, by decomposing the simulated GMST341

over 1850-2100 into an anthropogenic response xm,ant,glo, and a natural response342

xm,nat,glo. Therefore, after averaging all available members of the model m, the sim-343

ulated GMST time series over 1850-2100 xm,glo writes:344
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xm,glo = xm,nat,glo + xm,ant,glo + ǫm, (5)

where ǫm is a random term for internal variability.345

To estimate xm,nat,glo and xm,ant,glo in the model m, we use a Generalized Additive346

Model (GAM) to compute the response to all external forcings, xm,glo (recall that347

xm,glo follows equation 4):348







xm,glo = xm,all,glo + ǫm,

xm,all,glo = βme
︸︷︷︸

xm,nat,glo

+ f(t)
︸︷︷︸

xm,ant,glo

,
(6)

where βm is an unknown scaling factor. e is the multi-model mean of the temperature349

response from the EBM using the EBM parameters from Geoffroy et al [50], and is350

a vector of size nx. f(t) is a time series (with t = (1850, . . . , 2100)) and refers to an351

assumed smoothed response of GMST to the anthropogenic forcings. The function352

f corresponds to smoothing splines to filter out part of internal variability, with 6353

degrees of freedom (a value which was selected as a bias-variance trade-off).354

We apply the exact same procedure to estimate the local forced responses as simu-355

lated by each CMIP model. For each grid point from the modelm, we consider xm,loc,356

the average of all available members, to estimate the local forced response, xm,all,loc.357
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We assume that the local natural response scales linearly with the globally-averaged358

natural forcings time series, as the EBM response e used to calculate xm,nat,glo is also359

used when we fit the GAM to compute the local natural response xm,nat,loc. Thus360

xm,nat,glo and xm,nat,loc only differ by their scaling factor βm. We believe that our361

results are not sensitive to this choice given the reduced strength of, and uncertainty362

in, the natural response compared to the anthropogenic response.363

The multimodel ensemble of the local and global simulated responses to all external364

forcings is used to derive a distribution of x, noted Π(x) ∼ N (µ, Σmod), built from365

all xm,glo and xm,loc. µ = (µloc,µglo) is a vector of size 2nx and is the multimodel366

ensemble mean of the concatenated local and global forced responses. Σmod is a367

variance-covariance matrix of size 2nx × 2nx that describes the model spread, with368

the following form:369

Σmod =






Σmod,loc Σmod,dep

Σ
′

mod,dep Σmod,glo




 , (7)

where Σmod,loc and Σmod,glo are the sample covariance matrices of size nx × nx mod-370

elling local and global model spread within xloc and xglo, respectively. Σmod,dep is371

the covariance matrix modelling the dependence between xloc and xglo.372

In our Bayesian framework, Π(x) is a first (probabilistic) estimate of x, which makes373

no use of observations, and is only based on climate models. We want to update this374

estimate by incorporating the observational evidence provided by y. Following the375
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Bayesian theory, the calculation of the posterior distribution p(x|y) is required. A376

pre-requisite is to define the observational uncertainty, i.e., the covariance matrix377

associated with y.378

Modelling of observational uncertainty379

Given equation 4, we assume that ǫ ∼ N (0,Σobs), where Σobs = Σmeas. + Σiv is380

the observation error covariance matrix. Σmeas. and Σiv are both of size 2ny × 2ny381

and describe the measurement error and internal variability, respectively. Σmeas. is382

estimated as the sample covariance matrix over the 100-member ensemble of the CW383

dataset [26].384

Σiv is estimated by using observed annual time series of global and local temperature385

over the 1850-2019 period. First, we compute the global observational residuals386

by subtracting the CMIP6 response to all external forcings µglo(1, . . . , ny) to the387

observations yglo. Similarly, we derive local residuals by subtracting µloc(1, . . . , ny)388

to yloc. These residuals constitute an estimate of global and local internal variability.389

We define Σiv as a matrix of size 2ny × 2ny of the following form:390

Σiv =






Σiv,loc Σiv,dep

Σ
′

iv,dep Σiv,glo




 , (8)

whereΣiv,loc andΣiv,glo are the covariance matrices of size ny×ny modelling local and391

global internal variability within yloc and yglo, respectively. Σiv,dep is the covariance392
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matrix modelling the dependence between global and local temperature.393

To compute Σiv, we take into account decadal internal variability that exists in the394

global [51], regional [52], and even local [53] observations, by using a mixture of two395

autoregressive processes or order 1 (AR1), hereafter MAR, as done by Ribes et al.396

[11]. The MAR formulation includes a fast (f) and a slow (s) components such that397

global internal variability ǫiv,glo within the GMST residuals writes at a time t:398







ǫiv,glo(t) = ǫiv,f,glo(t) + ǫiv,s,glo(t),

ǫiv,f,glo(t) = αf,gloǫiv,f,glo(t− 1) + Zf,glo(t),

ǫiv,s,glo(t) = αs,gloǫiv,s,glo(t− 1) + Zs,glo(t),

(9)

where the parameters αs,glo and αf,glo are the lag 1 coefficients of the AR1 processes,399

and αs,glo ≥ αf,glo by convention. Zs,glo(t) ∼ N (0, σ2
s,glo) and Zf,glo(t) ∼ N (0, σ2

f,glo) are400

white noises associated with the two AR1. The slow component is able to generate a401

dependence on time scales of typically one decade, while the fast component accounts402

for interannual variability. Following the principle of parsimony, only 4 coefficients403

(σ2
f,glo, αf,glo, σ

2
s,glo, αs,glo) are thus needed to characterize internal variability at the404

global scale. We fill the covariance matrix Σiv,glo following the calculations of each405

of its coefficients, as detailed in Supplementary Equation 8. In practice, we apply406

a maximum likelihood procedure to the local and global residuals according to the407

statistical model from equation 9. Uncertainty related to these coefficients is not408

taken into account. Then, we make the same assumptions, and estimate 4 other409
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parameters, (σ2
f,loc, αf,loc, σ

2
s,loc, αs,loc), to characterize fast and slow components in410

local internal variability ǫiv,loc and to compute Σiv,loc. The autocorrelations from411

this MAR model suggest that our statistical representation of internal variability412

effectively captures decadal variability (typically between lag 5 and lag 10) in the413

GMST and local temperature time series, e.g., for the Atlantic, African and South414

American regions (Fig. 7). We are aware that initial condition large ensembles and415

long pre-industrial control (piControl) simulations provide a nice sampling of internal416

variability, and could also be used to estimate this variability. However, we choose to417

not directly rely on it because of the huge discrepancies between models in terms of418

their simulated internal variability [51]. Supplementary Figs. 16 to 26 illustrate this419

aspect with the piControl simulations from the CMIP6 models, including those used420

to build large ensembles. In all cases, the models do not converge to a consistent421

estimate of internal variability. For instance, over the Atlantic ocean, many models422

exhibit clear pseudo-periodic low frequency variability, while other models do not423

simulate decadal variability.424
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Fig. 7: Estimation of observed internal variability. (a) Autocorrelation func-
tion (ACF) of the residuals from GMST observations (bars) after subtracting the
CMIP6 multimodel mean forced response to the observed time-series. The ACF of
the MAR processes fitted to the same residual time series according to equation
9 is in red. (b-l) Same as (a) but for local residuals from 11 selected points (see
Supplementary Fig. 3).
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Modelling of the dependence between local and global internal variability425

As impacts from Pacific and Atlantic decadal variability (and potential other modes426

of variability) on GMST have been reported over the historical period [54, 55], we427

need to allow a potential dependence between global and local internal variabil-428

ity in Σiv,dep. Therefore, finding a simple and parsimonious dependence model429

that is compatible with the MAR structure is required. Allowing the covariances430

Cov[ǫs,glo(t), ǫs,loc(t)] and Cov[ǫf,glo(t), ǫf,loc(t)] to be non zero is not trivial, and these431

terms need to be quantified to fill the covariance matrix Σiv,dep. Note that the432

fast and slow components remain always independent, and that Σiv is computed for433

each location separately, as the spatial dependence among various locations is not434

considered in the method. To compute Σiv,dep, we introduce a nineth parameter λ435

accounting for some correlation between the local vs global components in the MAR436

modelling. The formulation of the covariances is slightly different in this case, and437

the calculations are detailed in the Supplementary Information.438

Calculation of p(x|y)439

As Π(x) and ǫ are assumed to follow normal distributions, the Gaussian condition-440

ing theorem is applicable to derive the posterior, or the “constrained” distribution441

p(x|y). Its formulation (detailed in equation 23 in the Supplementary Information)442

indicates that the method is conservative: the uncertainty in p(x|y) is never larger443

than that in Π(x). Therefore, if observed internal variability is very large, then the444

model uncertainty in p(x|y) will remain very close to that in Π(x).445
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Perfect model evaluation446

We evaluate the performance of the KCC method within a perfect model framework,447

following a leave-one-out cross-validation:448

1. For a given model, we consider a single member as pseudo-observations y over449

the 1850–2019 period (the historical simulation is extended by the SSP5-8.5450

simulation over the 2015-2019 period).451

2. We use the other 26 models to derive the prior Π(x) ∼ N (µ, Σmod).452

3. As there is no measurement uncertainty in models, Σmeas. is null, therefore453

Σobs = Σiv. As done with the real observations, internal variability within454

the pseudo-observations is estimated from the difference between the pseudo-455

observations time series and the forced temperature response estimated by the456

ensemble mean of the 26 other models. Σiv is then derived from the MAR457

fitted on the obtained residuals.458

4. We apply the KCC method using the inputs y, Σobs, µ, Σmod to calculate459

projected changes constrained by pseudo-observations.460

5. These 4 steps are repeated for each available member of the considered model,461

and for all available models.462

Continuous Ranked Probability Score463

We use the continuous ranked probability score [30] (CRPS) to quantify the perfor-464

mance of the KCC method. It is defined as the quadratic measure of discrepancy465
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between (i) ✶(x ≥ ypobs), the empirical cumulative distribution function (CDF) of a466

scalar pseudo-observation ypobs simulated by one model and averaged over the 2081-467

2100 period, and (ii) the projected CDF Gcons of p(x|y) (derived from all of the other468

models) over the same period:469

CRPScons(Gcons, ypobs) =

∫

R

[Gcons(x)− ✶(x ≥ ypobs)]
2dx, (10)

where ✶ is the indicator function (note that x is here a bound variable in the in-470

tegral, different from the vector x in equation 4). Similarly, we define a reference471

CRPS, CRPSref based on Gref , the CDF of Π(x), the unconstrained distribution,472

and ypobs. We can compute the continuous ranked probability skill score (CRPSS),473

which quantifies the performance of the KCC method if compared to the reference:474

CRPSS = 1−
CRPScons

CRPSref

(11)

The CRPSS is computed over all available pseudo-observations (121 values, see Table475

1). CRPScons is calculated in both GMST-only and Local+GMST cases. Therefore,476

the quantity 1 − CRPScons(Local+GMST)
CRPScons(Global−only)

allows to quantify the added value from local477

observations compared to the sole use of GMST observations. A positive (negative)478

value, indicates an improvement (deterioration). The higher the CRPSS (bounded479

at 1), the better the performance.480
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